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an saeronautics and space bibliog aphy - branley, franklyn m. a book of moon rockets winston, 64 p.,
illus., 1960. $2.95. explanations of for you. crowell, 64 p., illus., 1959. $3.50. an ex- the known facts about
space stations as conceived by planation of how and why men will go to the moon. leading space scientists. (u)
(p) crosby, alexander, and nancy larrick. rockets astronomy unit book, video, and internet resource
suggestions - 22. rockets and satellites (3) by franklyn m. branley simple text with illustrations explains
rockets and satellites and describes their capabilities and functions. just for fun! some fiction reading with
space topics: 23. freddy and the men from mars (2) by walter r. brooks just for fun! this is a chapter book that
is a favorite of my son zachary. 3.2.1ftoff educator guide pdf - nasa - branley, franklyn m. (1987), rockets
and satellites. thomas y. crowell, new york. isbn: 0-06-445061-9. information on and pictures of rockets and
the shuttle launch sequence. ... 3.2.1ftoff educator guide pdf author: nasa subject: nasa guide for pre-k
through 2nd grade for science, math, technology & langts ... classroom resource booklet - space week german v-2 rockets (which were weapons) were the first to reach 100 kilometres above the earth's surface;
this is the distance that's accepted as "the beginning of space". the first satellite reached orbit in 1957
(russia's sputnik satellites). fruit flies, monkeys and a russian dog flew into space before humans even tried! a
is for astronaut. - northern stars planetarium - a is for astronaut, b is for big dipper, c is for comet...d so
on. each concept is described in an age ... m oon the moon is earth’s closest neighbor in space. it orbits the
earth once ... r ocket rockets are machines that are very powerful. they are used to push spaceships and
satellites into space. best, avai~lable copy - apps.dtic - i preface 'rhe appearance of the space ageushered in and (3) films awl.' ,ilmstrips. the teaching aids, with dramatic effect by the launching of sputnik
films and filmstrips have been included to aid bulletin of the center for children’s books. - sample
dialogue: "i'm not a pest." "i never said you were." "i never said you said i was." "i never said you said i said
you were." etcetera . . . the sort of conversation that small children delight in among themselves. ad branley,
franklyn mansfield. rockets and satellites; illus. by bill sokol. at ams headquarters - journalsetsoc - mr.
booerman discussed fully the role of rockets and satellites as an integral part of th syse data-gatherin- g tem in
the field of meteorology. his talk was illus-trated by a film on rocketry and several color slides. after mr.
booerman's presentation the film, "tiro, s i" was shown. el paso branch forty-one members and guests were
present at the i lli noi s - jet craft are described, and the development of rockets, missils and man-made
satellites is thoroughly explored. full-page charts give minute information about jet aircraft and gas turbine
engines, foreign and domestic. ad atkinson, laura. the horny-toad kite. steck, 1958. 3 1p. $1.50. 1-2 iowa
book festival - university of iowa - hendrix, steve and diane m. debinski. 2003. butterflies in your pocket: a
guide to butterflies of the upper midwest. iowa city, iowa : university of iowa press. johnson, ann. 2009.
dragonflies and damselflies in your pocket: a guide to the odonates of the upper midwest. iowa city, iowa :
university of iowa press.
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